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• TALKING ABOUT LOCATIONS OF THINGS 
• ASKING ABOUT AND DESCRIBING NEIGHBORHOOD 
• MAKING COMPARISONS
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Activity Book

PREFACE

Dear Students,

In this activity book, there are activities at various levels and structures that will allow you to use 

the knowledge and skills you have gained during the teaching processes. With these activities, 

you will have the opportunity to both revise the subjects you have studied at school and monitor 

your academic progress. The activities in this activity book prepared for this purpose were 

structured to include cognitive domain steps.

In the activity book, besides gap filling, matching, multiple-choice, open-ended, short-answer 

item type activities, there are some other activities which allow you to have a pleasant time 

with content such as crossword, wordsearch puzzles and fun time activities. Also, in the “Do 

I remember?” section, you will be able to self-evaluate academically and you will have the 

opportunity to revise the missing topics through the data matrix.

We aim to contribute to your academic development with this activity book, which has been 

meticulously prepared by experts in the field. Hope to see the positive reflections of this study 

in your education life… 
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1

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

2

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

3

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

4

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

5

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

6

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

The objects that can be found in our home are a sink, a dishwasher, a fridge, 
a cooker, a cupboard in the kitchen; sofas, carpets, cushions, armchairs in the 
living room; bedside tables, wardrobes, beds in the bedroom; a shower, a 
closet, a bath in the bathroom. 

While describing our neighbourhood, we can use there is, there are, there 
isn’t, and there aren’t. We use them to say whether something exists or not.

We use there is before singular nouns and there are before plural nouns. 

We use prepositions of place to show the position or location of something 
with another such as in, on, under, over, above, below, opposite, between, 
among, behind, in front of, near, next to, and beside.

How much do you remember? Tick the correct option for you. Add up your points and evaluate 
your performance according to the scale.

Do I remember?

Make yourself at home means feeling comfortable in someone else’s home.

Kitchen, living room, bathroom, bedroom, study room, garden, and balcony 
are the parts of a typical house.
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7

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

8

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

9

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

10

I remember
2 Points

I partly remember
1 Point

I don't remember
0 Point

We use the comparative form of adjectives to compare two people, places, 
etc. We usually use than with comparative adjectives.

While turning adjectives into comparative forms, we use -er or more such as 
easier, cheaper, more expensive, more hardworking, etc.

The names of the places in our neighbourhood are pharmacy, library, theatre, 
supermarket, bank, hospital, post office, museum, cinema, restaurant, 
clothes shop, shopping mall, café, leisure centre, etc. 

 While asking questions about an environment or a neighbourhood, I can ask 
the following questions: Is there a bank near here? Where is the post office? 
Could you tell me where the cinema is?

EVALUATION SCALE

Study harder!

13-15 16-20

Points

Well done!

0-12

Your Total Points

The summary of
statement 

1

The summary of
statements 

2 and 3

The summary of
statements 

4 and 5

The summary of
statement 

6

The summary of statement 10

The summary of
statement 

9

The summary of
statements 

7 and 8

PointsPoints

Revise the theme.

Do I remember?
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Match the customer's statements with the shop assistant's statements to make a meaningful dialogue.

7

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

1

5

6

7

4

3

2

Shop assistant:  Hello. Can I help you? 

Shop assistant: Sure. What size are you? 

Shop assistant:  What colour do you prefer? 

Shop assistant:   What about this one?       

Shop assistant: It is ₺100. 

Shop assistant:  How do you want to pay? By card or in 
cash? 

Shop assistant:  Thank you! Here is your cardigan. Hope 
to see you again.   

Customer: I usually 
wear medium size.

Customer: I prefer 
 yellow.

Customer:  I will buy 
in cash. Here you are. 

Customer: Goodbye.

Customer: Well, it looks 
nice. How much does 
 it cost?

 Customer: Yes, please.
  I’m looking for a 
  cardigan.

Customer: OK. I think 
it will suit me. I will 
buy it.

Matching-1
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Look at the pictures and match the people with their house preferences.

1

1

1

1

Alice: It provides great opportunities for exercising such as swimming in the 
sea, taking a walk or running along the beach, playing volleyball or any other 
type of beach sports. I can feel the most peaceful and relaxed atmosphere of 
a beach house, and hear the sounds of the waves and the wind. That's why 
living at a beach house is my preference.                                                                                                                               

4

3

2

1

Doğan:  It is cheaper than living in a house. Its cost is minimal. No rent and 
no electricity or water bills. There are plenty of opportunities to meet other 
travellers at camp areas and socialize. I can visit many tourist attractions, so 
I would like to live in a caravan.

Tom: It is more peaceful than living in the city. There is no air pollution.  At the 
same time, there isn’t any daily hustle or stress here. I live in the healthiest 
environment surrounded by nature. I can sit and watch the beautiful views 
at any time of the day. These are the reasons why I prefer living in a country 
house.

Sandra: My house is closer to a lot of facilities. It saves me more money, 
more time, and more energy. I can reach many places like shopping centres, 
spas, banks, hospitals, and pools easily, so, I like living in a flat.

DCBA

Matching-2
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Fill in the blanks with the comparative forms of the adjectives as in the example. 

1. young                                 
 Example: Wang is younger than his father.

3. expensive          
The yellow car is ____________________ the blue car. 
     

5. big 
Tim’s shoes are ____________________ his daughter’s.         

2. heavy   
An elephant is ____________________ a child.

4. long    
Isabella’s hair is ____________________ her mother’s hair.

6. small 
The pepper on the right is ____________________ the 
pepper on the left.

Gap Filling - 1
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Look at the picture and fill in the blanks with in - on - under - next to - above - 
between - in front of. Use each once.

I have got a daughter. Her name is Alice. She is seven years old. She attends primary school. This is 

her room. She always spends time here. It seems it is a bit messy, but it is not like that. It is organized 

in my daughter’s sense. Look at the yellow bus. It is always (1) __________________ the green carpet 

on the floor. Her red car is always on the yellow carpet. Her teddy bear is (2) __________________ her bed 

and (3) __________________ the boxes there. Her bookshelf is also well organized if you ask her. Her 

robot toy is always (4) __________________  the ball and the blue notebook on the bookshelf. There are 

two boxes (5) __________________  the bookshelf. Her table is (6) __________________ the window. She is 

also interested in space, so there is a picture on the wall and a space rocket (7) __________________ it.

Gap Filling-2
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1. Look at the picture. Where can you buy these from?

A) at the florist’s
B) at the pharmacy
C) at the greengrocer’s
D) at the cinema
E) at the post office

2. Which of the following can you find in a pharmacy?

A) flower
B) stamp
C) sofa
D) laptop
E) medicine

3.   Where is the library?

The library is ---- Asım’s house and Şeyma’s house.

A) between
B) in
C) behind
D) under
E) over

4. Of all the places in my neighbourhood, the theatre 

     
 is ---- place for me because I like watching plays a lot.

A) the best
B) better
C) best
D) the better
E) better than

5. ---- wi-fi connection in our school, but ---- enough 

computers for all of us.

A) There are / there is
B) There is / there aren’t
C) There are / there isn’t
D) There isn’t / there aren’t
E) There aren’t / there isn’t

6. Afyonkarahisar is ---- Kütahya because its population 

is nearly 800,000. There are nearly 600,000 people in

A) less crowded
B) crowded
C) the most crowded
D) more crowded than
E) more crowded

 7. ---- place for rafting is Köprülü Canyon in Türkiye.

A) Best 
B) The best
C) Better
D) The better
E) Good

Kütahya.

Multiple Choice 
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A) Look at the hotel ads and fill in the dialogue with the names of the hotels.

Andy: Hey, Clare! I have found two good hotels in the Maldives. Let’s have a look at the website and compare these 

hotels. 

Clare: Great idea! Which hotel has got the better user review score?

Andy: (1) ____________________ has one of the best user ratings, so the user ratings of the (2) ____________________ is lower.

Clare: What about the pools? Have they got swimming pools?

Andy: Come on! Of course, they have. The pools of (3) ____________________ is hotter than the pools of (4) ______________________.

Clare: Let’s talk about the meals.

Andy: According to the ads, there aren’t many choices in OGM Maldives Hotel.

Clare: Then, the meals in (5)  ____________________ are more varied than the meals in (6) ____________________. How long does 

it take to go to the hotel from the airport?

Andy: (7) ____________________ is closer to the airport than (8)  ____________________, so it takes less time.

Clare: My last question is about their price. Which one is cheaper?

Andy: (9) ____________________ is more expensive than (10) ____________________. Which one is better in your opinion?

Clare: OK, it’s a bit expensive, but I think (11) ____________________ is better because it is also closer to social events in 

the area.

Reading Activity
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D) Compare your hotel with the hotels given. Circle the correct answer.

1- The pools of my imaginary hotel are hotter / colder than DD Maldives Resort’s.

2- Staying one night in my imaginary hotel is cheaper / more expensive than staying one night in DD 
     Maldives Resort.

3- The review point of my imaginary hotel is lower / higher than OGM Maldives Hotel’s.

B) Answer the questions according to the information given in the ads.

1- Who wants to compare the hotels on the website?
___________________________________________________________________.
2- Have both hotels got a swimming pool?
___________________________________________________________________.
3- How much does it cost to stay one night in DD Maldives Resort?
___________________________________________________________________.
4- Which hotel do you choose to taste different meals from different countries?
___________________________________________________________________.
5- Which hotel is closer to public transport facilities?
___________________________________________________________________.

C) Fill in the blanks according to your imaginary hotel in the Maldives.

Reading Activity
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Look at the map and match the given directions in dialogues with the people on the map.

Dialogue 01 ____________
Ashley: Hey, how can I get to the tire center?
Asım: Turn left. Go straight ahead. Take the fourth turning on the right. Go past the gas station, and 
            it’s on your right.

Dialogue 02 ____________ 
Matt: Excuse me! Could you tell me the way to the hospital, please?
Çiğdem: Turn right here and go straight ahead. Then, turn left. Take the third turning on the left. 
                 The hospital is on your right.

Dialogue 03 ____________
Clara: Excuse me! I want to go to the circus. How can I get there?
Buğra: Turn right and go straight ahead. Take the third turning on the left. Go straight and take the 
              first turning on the right. Go straight and take the first turning on the left. It is on your left.

A

B

C

Skill-based Activity
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Write the parts of the house under the picture using the words given.

 7. ______________________________________

 8. ______________________________________

 9. ______________________________________

 10. ______________________________________

 11. ______________________________________

 12. ______________________________________

1. ______________________________________

2. ______________________________________

3. ______________________________________

4. ______________________________________

5. ______________________________________

6. ______________________________________

roof, garden, fence, garage, chimney, gable, path, letterbox, driveway, window, gutter, door

Fun Time-1
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Write the prepositions above, between, in, under, in front of, near, on, beside, behind  under the pictures.
 

Where is Lily?

Fun Time-2
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Do the puzzle about the jobs and find the keyword.

Crossword Puzzle

Keyword:
1         2          3          4           5         6         

ACROSS

3. You can get on the plane there.

6. You can buy medicine there.

7. You can buy food and drinks there.

9. You can buy newspapers and magazines there.

10. You go there to see important cultural, historical, or 
scientific objects.

DOWN

1. You go there to read or borrow books.

2. You go there to watch movies.

4. You can eat a meal there.

5. You can buy books there.

8. You can watch plays there.
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Find and circle the words that are hidden in the grid. The words may be hidden in any directions. The 
unused letters in the first lines of the grid will give you the hidden message.

ARMCHAIR  

BALCONY  

BATHROOM 

BEDROOM

BLANKET   

 

CARPET   

COOKER   

CUPBOARD 

CUSHION

DISHWASHER  

 

SINK   

SOFA 

TOWEL 

WARDROBE 

WASHBASIN

FRIDGE   

KITCHEN   

MIRROR  

PILLOW  

SHOWER 
 

HIDDEN MESSAGE: ___ ___     ___ ___ ___ ___ ___     ___ ___ ___ ___

Wordsearch
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SINK   

SOFA 

TOWEL 

WARDROBE 

WASHBASIN

Answer Key

Gap FillingMatching

1. C        
2. E        
3. A      
4. A     
5. B
6. D
7. B

1.  D

2. C

3. A

4. B

1. F

2. A

3. B

4. E

5. G

6. C

7. D

Gap Filling-1

2. An elephant is heavier than a child.

3. The yellow car is more expensive than the blue car.

4. Isabella’s hair is longer than her mother’s hair.

5. Tim’s shoes are bigger than his daughter’s.

6. The pepper on the right is smaller than the red 

pepper on the left.

Reading Activity

1. DD MALDIVES RESORT

2. OGM MALDIVES HOTEL

3. OGM MALDIVES HOTEL

4. DD MALDIVES RESORT

5. DD MALDIVES RESORT

6. OGM MALDIVES HOTEL

7. DD MALDIVES RESORT

8. OGM MALDIVES HOTEL

9. DD MALDIVES RESORT

10. OGM MALDIVES HOTEL

11. DD MALDIVES RESORT

Skill-based Activity

Dialogue 01. B  Dialogue 02. C  Dialogue 03. A

Matching-1 Matching-2

Multiple Choice 

Gap Filling-2

1. on

2. above

3. next to

4. between

5. under

6. in front of

7. in

A)

C) D)

B)

 Students's own 
 answers

 Students's own 
 answers

1. Andy wants to compare the 
    hotels in the website.
2. Yes, they have.
3. It costs ₺ 6,500 to stay one night 
    in DD Maldives Resort.
4. DD Maldives Resort. / I choose DD  
    Maldives Resort to taste different 
    meals from different countries.
5. OGM Maldives Hotel is closer 
    to public transport facilities.
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Roof Chimney

Window
Garage

DrivewayLetterboxPathFence

Gutter

Garden

Gable

Door

Answer Key

Fun Time-1

Fun Time-2
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HIDDEN MESSAGE:  MY SWEET HOME      

Answer Key

Crossword Puzzle

Wordsearch

KEYWORD: SCHOOL




